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Discovery 

PURPOSE OF DISCOVERY PHASE: 
The purpose of the Discovery Phase is to dive deeper into the specific areas we 

have identified and agreed to focus on during the Initial Engagement Phase.   This is 

where we start to flesh out the ‘how’ of the work we have identified, and an opportunity 

to learn more about the context of the primary challenge within your business. 

AGREED OUTCOMES FOR DISCOVERY PHASE:  

1. We will conduct further interviews with each member of the team and summarise the 
findings of conversations with them.   

2. Attend the team’s standups on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
3. Amit to send invitations for Fluidworking representative (Helen) to observe team 

meetings as he thinks appropriate 
4. Work with Amit to develop a ‘team day’ event to run in early May (date to be 

decided): 
a) Celebrate the work done in the last year 
b) Build a strong sense of team following the recent personnel changes 
c) Review and build out a roadmap for the team’s work for the next year 
d) Review the team’s working practices with the team to look for improvements 

5. Document proposed focus for first iteration of Enablement Phase. 
6. A meeting date to review the Discovery Phase and agree if we move on to the 

iterative Enablement Phase.  
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1. INTERVIEW CONVERSATIONS 
We held conversational interviews with Amit, and with all other 7 members of his team.    
There was broad consensus between them all as to their current situation, and to a 
certain extent there was aligned clarity on what needs to be done to improve.   

The  team currently work as co-operating individuals.  There is camaraderie and team 
spirit however this doesn’t translate often into actively assisting each other.  Partly this is 
as a result of lack of visibility of the bigger picture of deliverables for the team, and 
partly because the skills set is largely silo model. 

2. OBSERVATIONS FROM STANDUP 
• The team need help to limit their Work in progress (currently running at several times 

the multiple of the number of members in the team) 
• Tendency to not respect each other’s talk-time here - coaching for Amit to facilitate 

more firmly. 
• Repeated tendency for short follow up meetings during the day to share answers to 

questions raised in the Standup - recommend the team are encouraged to continue to 
ask questions at the standup, but the answers are given asynchronously on the team 
channel of MSTeams. 

•

3. OBSERVATIONS FROM TEAM MEETINGS 
• Good levels of respect from each of the team members, demonstration of  

• turn-taking for talking 
• Seeking out opinions of others 
• Disagree-and-commit behaviours 
• Pursuing a point, even when it was uncomfortable, to make sure others 

understood. 
• Opportunity arose during team meeting for a 5-whys type event, we talked briefly 

around this perceived problem actually being an opportunity.  The premise was well-
received, and training on something like 5-why process will be incorporated into a 
later enablement phase. 
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4. PREPARE FOR TEAM DAY 
Amit and Helen put together a combined agenda which included and was run on the 8th 
May in order to feed outputs into the Enablement Phase: 

• Basic Introduction to agile working practices for the team 
• A facilitated discussion about current and future working practices  
• A review of the long-term road map for the next 15 months 
• A focus on the next 4 months roadmap work, including breaking this into work 

that can be consumed during standup 
• A retrospective of the day. 

  

5. PROPOSED FOCUS FOR ENABLEMENT 
PHASE (ITERATION 1) 

1. Work with the team to develop a better way of reflecting their work flow. 
a) Amit and the team need to clearly see when any individual is over-

committed at any point in time. 
b) Implement a trial of checklists rather than work items for the daily board. The 

team have many different types of work going through many types off 
process has been hard to represent with their current system. 

c) Amit and the team need to clearly see where work has temporarily left the 
team (as part of the process) so that it can be chased up if necessary. 

d) Helen recommends a specific review of these trialled changes in early June, 
to determine if they should continue because they are working, or if there 
are further changes needed to make them more effective. 

2. With Amit, build an agenda for a bigger planing session to include: 
e) A full review of all work anticipated to be delivered by the team for the rest 

of the year (only worked out until the end of July 20219 so far).   
• This need not be delivered in the next Enablement phase, but 

should be ready and scheduled. 
• Amit to focus on identifying the work the team will NOT be doing 

(further coaching on this part of his role going forward throughout 
this and future enablement phases). 

3. Helen to continue to attend at least 1 standup a week, and to provide any 
observations or group feedback afterwards. 

4. Helen to meet for half an hour with each team member during the Enablement 
Iteration 1 to provide 1:1 feedback and coaching, and to answer any questions. 
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5. Amit will implement regular 1:1s with each team member, in line with the 
‘Manager Tools’ approach.  Review and coaching on the 1:1 practice as a manager 
will be done before the end of the Enablement Iteration 1, and a plan to further 
build own it into future Enablement Phases will be outlined at that time too. 

PROPOSED MEASURES 
Recommendation to gather data on the following: 

• The number of completed tasks (whole checklists) that are completed each week.  
This count will naturally vary as the checklists are not all of similar complexity, have 
differing reliance on non-team members / other departments, urgency to complete 
can vary during its lifetime. These factors all mean likely time to completion  will 
therefore vary.  Overall we are looking for an overall upward trend for a number of 
weeks before the trend should level off on average. 

•The perception of the individual team members on how well they feel in control of 
their own work.  Amit will gather this metric from each team member during their 
fortnightly 1:1s with him.  

•A count of the number of pieces of work that Amit does not allow into the teams 
workflow.  This is a temporary measure to ensure that only work of the highest priority 
is accepted into the team.  This will be reviewed at the end of the Enablement 
Iteration, and continued on a month, but month basis to ensure that Amit continues 
to protect his team for the most important work. 

6. DOCUMENT PRESENTED FOR REVIEW AT 
DISCOVERY PHASE MEETING ON:  

9TH MAY 2019 
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